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STEERING LOAN MODIFICATIONS POST-PANDEMIC
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I

INTRODUCTION

For a brief moment in early 2020, as policymakers and the public became more aware of the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic, it seemed like Congress might provide Americans with true relief during an unprecedented time. Although Congress passed three relief bills during the pandemic, the majority of relief delivered to households came in the form of debt forbearance. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (“CARES Act”), which took effect at the end of March 2020, included three key moratoria—a foreclosure moratorium for homeowners, an eviction moratorium for renters, and a student loan payment moratorium—all of which were continued through mid to late 2021.
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Soon after the CARES Act was passed, we published a series of papers critiquing the relief provided to American households. As we detailed in The Folly of Credit As Pandemic Relief, these three moratoria amounted to extensions of credit. People were temporarily relieved of their obligations to pay their mortgages and student loans, and their landlords could not evict them if they did not pay their rent. But eventually, extensions of credit still require payment. Although they gave people breathing room, upon the moratoria’s expirations, people will again face these debt obligations. Indeed, when the foreclosure moratorium ended in July 2021, foreclosure activity increased.

This Article focuses on the likely fallout for American households as a result of expiring moratoria and provides a regulatory path for steering creditors to offer borrowers workable loan modifications or else to bring people to the point of reckoning with their debts in bankruptcy. For each forbore debt, borrowers will have to make up the missed payments in some way. Depending on the deals that borrowers entered with their creditors during the moratorium period, assuming they entered into a deal at all, loan terms may extend by the number of missed payments or regular payments may increase to spread the missed payments over the remaining life of the loan. Regardless of the details of each deal, in the near future, people will have to face the large debt obligations that come with mortgages, auto loans, and credit cards. Similarly, people who did not need forbearance of certain debts during the pandemic may find themselves unable to keep up with their debts and in danger of defaulting.

With individuals and families now facing the pandemic’s economic repercussions, many are likely to be in worse financial shape than they were in pre-pandemic. Although unemployment declined in 2021, racial and ethnic minorities’ unemployment rates remained high. In the third quarter of 2021,


4. See generally The Folly of Credit As Pandemic Relief, supra note 3, (arguing that “Congress got the balance between providing true money versus what amount to credit products to people fundamentally backwards[,]” resulting in “a serious error that will have enduring negative consequences”).


7. State Unemployment by Race and Ethnicity, Econ. Pol’y Inst. (Nov. 2021),
Black workers and Latine workers were sixty-five and fifty-two percent more likely than white workers to be unemployed, respectively. Women also dealt with greater and more persistent rates of unemployment during 2021, although they too experienced recovery toward the end of the year. 

Between the CARES Act, the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, and the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 ("ARP"), American households received some, but almost certainly not enough, direct money relief to deal with the pandemic’s financial fallout. Across the three relief packages, eligible individuals and families received direct payments ranging from $3,200 to $6,400, plus a total of up to $2,500 for each qualifying dependent. Each of the relief packages also included enhanced unemployment benefits, and the ARP increased the child tax credit. The relief provided to American households, particularly in the ARP, is a momentous achievement. Relief payments, unemployment benefits, and the child tax credit delivered much needed cash to

8. Id.
people as they struggled amidst layoffs and reduced work hours, closure of schools and daycares, and shutdowns and stay-at-home mandates.

Nonetheless, even with the labor market recovery, the length of the pandemic has left millions of households in a deep financial hole, one that relief payments and other enacted measures will not fully fill. It will likely take years for many people to recover financially. National and state-level moratoria on eviction, foreclosure, and student loan payments all will have expired by early 2022. If other creditors, such as auto and credit card servicers, have agreed to pause or alter people’s debt payments, those deals also will expire. People will have to budget for increased debt payments. Many people may not have the liquidity to meet all their ongoing expenses. Added to this will be renewed housing payments, student loan payments, and other previously paused or reduced debt payments. Something will have to give. People may fall behind on their obligations, leading them to ask their lenders or servicers for help or to default, which could spark a wave of debt collection lawsuits, repossessions, and foreclosures, as we previously predicted in The Debt Collection Pandemic.

Part II of this Article picks up at the point of people’s impending defaults on various forms of consumer credit. To avoid losing their homes, cars, and seeing their credit scores destroyed, people may seek help from their creditors. As such, this Article focuses specifically on auto loans, credit cards, unsecured personal loans, and other installment or revolving loans.

As detailed in Part III, consumer borrowers will find that their lenders’ obligations to work with them vary significantly, which will complicate navigating possible loan modifications. Servicers (whether they hold the loan or not) lack incentives to alter the status quo to streamline their current loan modification procedures before they experience an uptick in modification requests. Once requests start to pile up, some lenders may use people’s desperation and lack of specific knowledge to place borrowers in unaffordable loan modifications geared less toward helping the individual get back on track and more toward keeping them in the “sweat box” of credit. Other lenders may hastily offer a modification that does not consider the borrower’s ability to successfully repay the modified loan. Under either scenario, modification failures may abound, similar to what

15. See Liptak & Thrush, supra note 2 (stating the end dates of each moratoria).
16. See generally The Debt Collection Pandemic, supra note 3, at 240 (“The inevitable result, though, was to put millions of Americans at risk for debt collection.”).
17. This Article does not focus on student loans, which largely are under the purview of the Department of Education (DOE), and which the DOE, amendments to bankruptcy law, and Congress are better able to address. See Daile Jiménez & Jonathan D. Glater, Student Debt is a Civil Rights Issue: The Case for Debt Relief and Higher Education Reform, 55 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 131, 165–97 (2020) (arguing for broad-based cancellation and reform of higher education funding based on the effect of using student debt as the primary means of funding higher education).
happened in the mortgage market after the 2008 financial crisis. Debt settlement mills and other companies selling scams are almost certain to emerge, as they did during the Great Recession’s foreclosure crisis. Overall, the current lack of structure for loan modifications across consumer credit products has the strong potential to result in lenders offering people modifications that will fail or push people toward less than reputable debt consolidation companies that likewise will result in people defaulting on their modified loans.

In light of this trajectory, Part IV introduces and advocates for regulatory intervention, via the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”)’s statutory powers, to incentivize and steer consumer credit lenders to offer sustainable loan modifications. Specifically, the CFPB should issue a compliance bulletin which directs loan servicers to make a reasonable determination whether a borrower has the ability to make all required, scheduled payments in connection with any loan modification. Given the CFPB’s scope, this intervention can target direct auto lenders, credit card issuers, and other lenders that offer people revolving credit or installment loans. This Part also discusses oversight of these modifications, with an eye toward ensuring that those people disproportionately sold subprime, expensive loans, particularly communities of color, will have access to beneficial modification deals.

Part V of this Article concludes by considering the effects of requiring lenders to provide people with workable loan modifications. This Article advocates for an “ability to repay” structure for two key reasons. First, it will result in lenders placing people into modifications that they are likely to be able to meet over the long term. Second, it will result in lenders telling some people that they do not qualify for loan modifications based on their financial situation. For these borrowers, filing bankruptcy may be their best option, even considering its expense and negative consequences. Yet research shows that people typically will seriously struggle to pay their debts for years before resorting to bankruptcy, sacrificing their well-being and approaching their lenders for help while they...
Because people shy away from filing bankruptcy and, instead, ask their lenders for help, interventions at the pre-bankruptcy modification request stage are crucial to helping borrowers realize that bankruptcy may be the better option. Incentivizing lenders to only offer loan modifications that borrowers can afford going forward, as this Article suggests, should shepherd people toward bankruptcy when modification, particularly of unsecured loans, will be comparably disadvantageous and costly over the long term.

II

THE COMING LOAN MODIFICATION CRASH

Relief efforts stemming from the pandemic have resulted in forbearances across various credit products. Understanding the state and nature of these consumer credit markets is fundamental to properly anticipating and affecting loan modification behavior. This Part reviews data about the state of major consumer credit markets (mortgages, student loans, auto loans, and credit cards) to predict the need for loan modifications.

A. Troubled Credit Markets

Largely because the mortgage loan market is heavily intertwined with federal agency support and monitoring, there exists rich data about mortgage loans. In January 2021, the total number of mortgage loans in forbearance was 5.2%, with variances from that percentage depending on the specific government mortgage program. Figure 1 draws on data compiled by the data analytics firm Black Knight to show the forbearance differences between loan types.

23. Foohey et al., supra note 18.

24. This Article’s recommendations can be coupled with changes to bankruptcy laws to account for the fuller range of modifications. In some instances, modification outside bankruptcy will be more effective for borrowers. See Alan M. White & Carolina Reed, Saving Homes? Bankruptcy and Loan Modifications in the Foreclosure Crisis, 65 FLA. L. REV. 1713, 1723 (2013) (finding that modifications to loans may be more effective at preventing foreclosure). In other instances, bankruptcy can better help borrowers. See infra note 104.


Borrowers who opted for a mortgage loan forbearance have two notable common traits. First, these individuals have lower credit scores than those homeowners who did not opt for a forbearance—a difference of about forty-six points. Second, those who received a forbearance carried a mortgage loan balance about thirty percent greater than that of people who did not. These data points suggest that more financially troubled homeowners have obtained mortgage relief—people on the lower end of the credit spectrum and people less likely to have built up significant equity in their homes.

As to student loans, the credit reporting agency Experian reported that as of the third quarter of 2020, seventy-two percent of all student loans were in forbearance or deferral. A considerable proportion of these are likely part of

28. Id.
the U.S. Department of Education’s automatic pause on payments and reduction of interest rates for many loans to zero percent. And yet despite this effort, the growth of student debt more than doubled from 2019 to 2020.30

The auto loan market merits separate attention because of the pre-pandemic boom in subprime auto lending31 and because of cars’ heightened importance during the pandemic in light of curtailed public transit options.32 Despite cars’ importance, none of the federal relief packages provided for auto debt relief. Instead, people were required to consult lenders or loan servicers if they encountered problems paying auto loans.

Although systemic data about auto loans is not available, other indicators suggest that people struggled with auto debt during the pandemic. For example, between March and July 2020, the CFPB reported a sharp uptick in submitted complaints, with one in five dealing with auto loans or leases.33 Consumer borrowers noted trouble obtaining relief, problems with changing loan terms and incorrect billing, and dealing with aggressive auto debt collectors.34 Data from the New York Federal Reserve Bank and Equifax show that auto loan forbearances rose from less than $1 million in March 2020 to a height of $8 million in June 2020. They then tapered off to around $5 million in September 2020 and declined slowly through the spring of 2021.35 Additionally, as with mortgage loans, borrowers who obtained auto loan relief in 2020 had similar traits: they had lower credit scores (about forty points lower) and higher outstanding loan balances (about thirty percent higher) than those who did not enter a forbearance.36 This information, as with mortgage loans, indicates the relative financial fragility of those people in auto loan forbearance.

Lastly, during the pandemic, people sought credit card forbearances. As with auto loans, federal relief did not address credit card or similar unsecured

30. Stolba, supra note 29. The student debt market, at present, stands apart from all other consumer credit markets because its primary creditor is the United States Department of Education. See Jiménez & Glater, supra note 17, at 153 (noting that “[s]tudent loan servicers are firms hired by the Department to provide loan servicing and collection on its $1.5 trillion portfolio of student loans”).
34. Id. at 11–23.
36. Haughwout et al., supra note 27.
consumer debt. People had to make specific deals with their credit card lenders or other creditors to obtain forbearances. Reports indicate some forbearances were granted. In the third quarter of 2020, only 1.53 percent of bank issued credit card accounts were thirty days or more past due. However, data from the American Bankers Association indicate that many households used their stimulus checks to pay off existing credit card debt, suggesting that the percentage of accounts in forbearance is quite low. The types of forbearances entered vary. Some agreements deferred or lowered the monthly payment, while other agreements waived late fees or reduced interest rates.

As vaccination rates increased and the country began reopening, some consumer credit markets seemed more troubled than others. Chief among the markets to watch is the mortgage market because it accounts for nearly seventy percent of all household debt and it drives so many spending decisions. How households handle their auto debt, student loan debt, and credit card debt also will be important in the period after relief programs expire. Collectively, these three credit products constitute twenty-five percent of household debt. Each of these products plays an important role in how households manage liquidity mismatches, get to work, obtain employment, and cover unexpected expenses. Concern over the people currently in forbearance across these products is warranted given that data show that their profile generally correlates with people who chronically struggle financially.

B. Need For Debt Relief

Forbearance does not mean forgiveness. At the end of the forbearance period, missed payments must be accounted for, which can mean a significant

37. For a discussion of the rise in online unsecured installment loans, see Christopher K. Odinet, Consumer Bitcredit and Fintech Lending, 69 ALA. L. REV. 781, 800 (2018) (citing a number of factors that have contributed to the rise of fintech lending); Christopher K. Odinet, Securitizing Digital Debts, 52 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 477, 483 (2020) (discussing the shift in credit markets with the rise of fintech platforms); Christopher K. Odinet, Predatory Fintech and the Politics of Banking, 106 IOWA L. REV. 101, 108 (2021) (stating that “[t]he combination of a dearth in the availability of consumer credit in the wake of the financial crisis on the one hand and rapid innovations in technology on the other have created the perfect conditions for Silicon Valley tech firms to enter the consumer finance space.”).


39. Id.


43. Id.
increase in financial obligations during a time when, at best, individuals are just getting back on their feet. Some borrowers still may be struggling financially when paused debt obligations resume. And some borrowers who did not request or did not receive modifications during the pandemic may find themselves unable to keep up with all their debt payments as they continue to deal with the accumulated financial fallout of the pandemic.

For those who entered forbearance, the accounting for missed payments often came in the form of a modification of the loan contract—that is, a change in terms of the original deal. Some modifications give the borrower more time to pay, with missed payments spread over an additional period. Other modifications may require the borrower to make up the missed payments via an increased monthly amount for the remainder of the original term. Still other modifications may require the borrower to pay all the missed payments at once—termed a balloon or bullet payment—and then resume regular payments as provided by the original deal.

Borrowers who agreed to increased payments or balloon payments as part of their post-forbearance modification deal may be especially vulnerable to difficulties keeping up with the modified obligation in the coming months and years. Likewise, other borrowers may have trouble meeting various debt obligations for a variety of reasons that have festered during the pandemic. Even though the job market improved in 2021, months of unemployment can take a financial (and health) toll. Being employed does not mean that someone’s current job is as stable as it was pre-pandemic, as exemplified by Black and Latine workers’ employment numbers that continue to lag behind white workers.

Those hit the hardest by the pandemic were “essential workers,” minorities, and women, particularly those individuals not protected by unions or collective bargaining agreements. Pre-pandemic, female-led and minority households, on average, had less money saved to weather financial hardships. Thus, these households may have the most difficulties recovering, particularly as they are required to restart paying paused debts.
Regardless of the reasons for struggling with debt payments, people will eventually approach their lenders for help.\textsuperscript{48} In most circumstances, the loan servicer is the party that handles the modification and makes the decisions about modification terms. Government agencies can promulgate guidance or regulations regarding modifications, as is the case currently with most mortgage loans, but not other consumer credit, such as auto loans and credit cards, as detailed in the next two Parts.

III

PLANNING FOR LOAN MODIFICATIONS

With any loan modification, the goal for both the lender and the consumer should be to achieve not only a modification but a successful one—that is, a modification with terms that the consumer can afford. Important lessons can be learned from the federal government’s previous attempts to encourage loan modifications. This Part analyzes prior government interventions in the home mortgage market and how they failed to achieve meaningful modifications.

A. Past Modification Failures

After the 2008 financial crisis, the federal government created two major programs to entice mortgage loan servicers to make loan modifications so people could remain in their homes. The Home Affordable Modification Program (“HAMP”) primarily offered modifications of existing loan terms, usually by lowering the interest rate or lengthening the repayment term.\textsuperscript{49} The Home Affordable Refinance Program (“HARP”) primarily refinanced existing loans into loans with lower market interest rates.\textsuperscript{50}

These two programs largely failed, both because of poor program design. Rather than giving homeowners money to pay their mortgage loans, HAMP gave money to mortgage servicers in exchange for modifying loan terms. Servicers, who are paid by taking a percentage of the unpaid outstanding principal balance due on the loan and who are entitled to a portion of the late fees and expenses of a foreclosure, had no reason to participate in this government program.\textsuperscript{51} By September 2015, only $10.2 billion of the $75 billion set aside for HAMP had

\textsuperscript{48} See Foohey et al., supra note 18, at 241 (noting that people who file bankruptcy report that they approached their lenders for help with debt payments prior to filing).

\textsuperscript{49} See Making Home Affordable Updated Detailed Program Description, U.S. DEPT OF TREASURY (Mar. 4, 2009), https://docplayer.net/14931738-Making-home-affordable-updated-detailed-program-description.html [https://perma.cc/T8L4-LAG2] (“The Home Affordable Modification program has a simple goal: reduce the amount homeowners owe per month to sustainable levels.”).

\textsuperscript{50} See generally Home Affordable Refinance Program (HARP), FED. HOUS. FIN. AGENCY, https://www.fhfa.gov/Pages/HARP.aspx [https://perma.cc/2ALS-HQXS].

\textsuperscript{51} Christopher K. Odinet, Foreclosed: Mortgage Servicing and the Hidden Architecture of Homeownership in America 51 (2019).
been spent and twenty-eight percent of modified loans had defaulted. HARP provided meager incentives to banks to refinance underwater mortgage loans, leading most lenders to continue to view refinancing these loans as risky.

Spurred in part by the failures with HAMP and HARP, debt settlement companies played a significant role in modifications after the 2008 financial crisis. These companies, which remain part of the consumer finance market, promise to provide an easy solution to dealing with creditors when a borrower is in default or experiencing related financial trouble. The company negotiates with creditors on the borrower’s behalf and works out a deal for the borrower to pay less than the full amount that is owed. Typically the negotiated deal requires that the borrower open a special account to set aside a certain amount of savings each month. That money is used to pay the settlement amount. The debt settlement company collects a fee in exchange for the service.

During the 2008 financial crisis, people’s use of debt settlement sometimes yielded harmful results. Debt settlement companies do not guarantee that they will succeed in making a deal with their clients’ creditors. Yet they typically encourage clients to stop making payments directly to creditors so that the company can become the single point of contact. This can result in late fees, negative credit reporting, and the seizure of property. Apart from the inherent riskiness of this business model, during the 2008 financial crisis, the industry became known for its high rate of fraud. Some debt settlement companies collected fees on the front end without ever achieving a settlement, and some

---


57. What are Debt Settlement/Debt Relief Services and Should I Use Them?, supra note 55.

58. See Debt Relief and Credit Repair Scams, FED. TRADE COMM’N, https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/media-resources/consumer-finance/debt-relief-credit-repair-scams [https://perma.cc/N56Y-5W96] (noting, for example, how many scams “charge[d] cash-strapped consumers a large up-front fee, but then fail[ed] to help them settle or lower their debts.”).

59. Settling Credit Card Debt, supra note 56.

60. Id.

posed as government relief programs to entice participation. For instance, a
debt settlement business that operated under many names and across multiple
states collected fees between $2,500 and $4,300 by promising distressed
homeowners that they were already approved for a loan modification, when, in
actuality, the company had never been in touch with the relevant mortgage
servicers.

Past attempts by the federal government to encourage mortgage
modifications in the wake of a financial crisis did not succeed. These programs’
failure during a period of intense need for modifications helped grow an industry
that preyed on desperate borrowers. The debt settlement industry also benefited
during the 2008 financial crisis from the federal government’s lack of any
program at all to deal with non-mortgage consumer debt. As the United States
emerges from the pandemic, the government can learn from its mistakes, both in
the home mortgage market and in leaving people on their own to determine how
to manage other debts.

B. Learning From Past Mistakes: Modifications And Credit Market
Heterogeneity

In the coming months, people may find that they need to seek loan
modifications. When they do, people will find that the type of modifications their
creditors offer will depend on the specific credit product. This will make
navigating potential loan modifications with a host of different creditors and on
different timelines complicated. Although federal agencies thus far have stepped
up in the context of home mortgage loans, other consumer credit markets have
thus far escaped scrutiny. This presents an opportunity for federal agencies to
plan, in particular, for all the other potential modifications to provide people with
a workable framework before they turn to their creditors for help. The steps that
federal agencies have taken to address home mortgage loan issues emerging post-
pandemic can inform potential solutions that agencies may implement in regard
to other parts of the consumer loan market.

1. Home Mortgages

In contrast to the feeble programs instituted for mortgage loans during the
2008 financial crisis, as the United States emerged from the pandemic, federal

62. Settling Credit Card Debt, supra note 56.
63. California Ringleader Sentenced in Connecticut to 112 Months for Mortgage Fraud Scheme, U.S.
IMMIGR. & CUSTOMS ENF’Y (July 18, 2016), https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/california-ringleader-
64. For a review of voluntary mortgage modification as the United States was emerging from the
Great Recession, see generally Alan M. White, Deleveraging the American Homeowner: The Failure of
2008 Voluntary Mortgage Contract Modifications, 41 CONN. L. REV. 1007 (2009); Alan M. White,
Rewriting Contracts, Wholesale: Data on Voluntary Mortgage Modifications from 2007 and 2008
Remittance Reports, 36 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 509 (2009). See also Jonathan C. Lipson, Securitization and
Social Distance, 37 REV. BANKING & FIN. L. 827 (2018) (linking why real-property mortgage-backed
securities performed worse than other securitized assets during the Great Recession with incentivizes to
enter into mortgage modifications).
agencies seemed to be planning for a wave of mortgage loan modifications. Between the CARES Act, individual government agency policies\(^{65}\) and the CFPB’s recent rule to amend the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act of 1974 (“RESPA”),\(^{66}\) no residential mortgage foreclosure will occur until 2022. This elongated respite provided government mortgage agencies time through 2021 to provide their servicers with forbearance instructions and preset modification packages for dealing with distressed homeowners.

In spring 2021, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac instructed their servicers, at the end of the forbearance, to determine whether borrowers should make up the payments either in a lump sum or in accordance with a payment plan under modified loan terms.\(^{67}\) Because they largely operate through market power rather than through any kind of regulatory control, Fannie and Freddie can make changes to their servicing guidelines without the need for formal comment and rulemaking.\(^{68}\) This provides Fannie and Freddie with nimble control over their servicers, allowing them to respond rather quickly to changing needs of borrowers.

For those borrowers seeking loan modifications, post-forbearance or otherwise, Fannie and Freddie publicly released two options. Under the COVID-19 Deferral option, if the borrower is financially able to resume the contractual monthly payment, then up to one year’s worth of forborne payments will be added as a zero interest balloon payment due at the time the loan is to be paid off.\(^{69}\) The Flex Modification option is available for borrowers who cannot resume


\(^{68}\) See Cnty. of Sonoma v. Fed. Houz. Fin. Agency, 710 F.3d 987, 990 (9th Cir. 2013) (noting that, under HERA, if the directive challenged is a lawful exercise of FHFA’s power as conservator of the Enterprises, the court system’s ability to review such action is significantly limited).

contractual payments, decline to resume payments, or are ineligible for the deferral option. Under *Flex Modification*, the borrower enters a three-month trial period plan with revised mortgage terms, such as capitalizing the missed interest and escrow payments into the principal amount, changing the interest rate, expanding the loan term, or lowering the portion of the principal that bears interest. Determining which or how many of these revisions to implement involves a complicated analysis furnished by Fannie and Freddie in their servicing guidelines. The Federal Housing Administration ("FHA") likewise published four options for COVID-related loan modifications for borrowers if they want to remain in their homes, and borrowers may request one of these options even if they did not participate in a forbearance program.

Freddie, Fannie, and the FHA control the majority of mortgages in America. The forethought involved in implementing standardized modification packages for their servicers is a notable departure from how modifications were handled in the post-2008 financial crisis period, during which significant discretion was left to the servicers. Nonetheless, foreseeable problems may emerge in the coming months and years. Private servicers will be the entities carrying out these modifications. This is potentially problematic because the mortgage servicing industry is currently dominated by nonbank financial firms. Nonbanks are much more thinly capitalized and less regulated compared to bank servicers. They lack resources to quickly hire and train staff, as well as to invest in the tech infrastructure, both of which may be necessary to assist financially struggling borrowers as forbearances end.

Also, though well-intentioned, the modification guidance issued by Freddie, Fannie, and the FHA is complicated. The steps that the servicer must walk through to determine eligibility and to properly modify the loan requires a high level of skill. Servicing staff will need to be trained for the task.

---

---


72. For example, the Freddie Mac Seller/Servicer Guide includes over 2000 pages of servicing guidelines. *See id.*


75. *See Odinet, supra* note 51, at 124–25 (noting that nonbanks have quickly expanded due to their lack of overhead and avoidance of the “legacy technology costs” that plague established banking institutions).

76. *Id.* at 125–26.

77. *Id.* at 124.

2. Other Consumer Credit Products

The government’s involvement in the housing debt market has allowed for the creation of coordinated and streamlined mortgage modification programs. The same can be said for the student loan market where the federal government similarly dominates the landscape. In contrast, the government’s lack of involvement in other consumer credit markets makes similar centralized loan modification programs impossible. Central to this Article, these markets include auto loans, credit cards, and other revolving credit and installment loans. Instead, at present, each creditor has nearly complete discretion in if and how to modify non-mortgage debt contract obligations. This presents a potential problem for the people who will seek loan modifications post-pandemic in the coming months and years, and an opportunity to intervene in these markets before people start seeking modifications in bulk.

Because of a lack of uniformity among credit products and creditors, under the status quo, modification failures may abound, similar to what happened in the mortgage market after the 2008 financial crisis. Two types of modification failures are reasonable to predict. First, a creditor may engage in abusive behavior by placing a borrower into an unaffordable loan modification that is geared less toward helping the individual get back on track and more toward exploitation for additional profit. Second, a creditor may hastily agree to a modification with a borrower that does not carefully consider the borrower’s ability to successfully repay the modified loan.

In either scenario, many borrowers may be likely to agree to modifications that are not in their financial interests or that they may not be able to successfully pay in full. In the case of auto loans, borrowers worry about losing cars that are essential to their livelihoods and to taking care of their families. They will agree to the deal put before them by their lenders. In addition, in the case of the range of consumer credit loans, because most borrowers are biased towards optimism, they will overestimate their ability to pay the modified loan, and agree to the deal put before them. Likewise, in the case of all loans, because borrowers generally try to live up to their obligations and feel shame when unable to pay, they will be likely to agree to the deal put before them.

Knowing that borrowers are often held captive by lenders’ suggested modification deals for these primary reasons, lenders and servicers naturally may

also supra note 72.


80. See Lauren E. Willis, Against Financial Literacy, 94 IOWA L. REV. 197, 235 (2008) (finding that “[p]eople maintain overoptimism about their own susceptibility to risks through overconfidence or illusions” and that “[o]veroptimism and overconfidence in personal-finance decisionmaking is widespread.”).

81. See Foohey et al., supra note 18, at 249 (noting that about two-thirds of bankruptcy filers report that they felt shame upon filing).
not always negotiate with borrower’s best interests in mind, particularly if they are pressed for time or resources, such as when they are dealing with a flood of modification requests. Post-pandemic, such a flood is likely to occur. For unsecured loans, like credit cards, lenders also know that their recovery likely will come solely from payments made by borrowers. Most people own little property that the lender can attach via judicial process upon default. Although carefully considering borrowers’ ability to repay may benefit lenders over the longer term, lenders are just as likely to focus on short-term profits and attempt to ensure that they recover now from borrowers. This focus would push lenders to offer modifications that may be exploitative or, more simply, hastily put together.

In either scenario, the probability of an eventual default—a modification failure—increases as compared to a well-considered and pre-structured modification. In addition, market heterogeneity likely will lead to irregularity and uncertainty in communications between creditors and borrowers. If creditors are not clear or responsive, frustrated borrowers may again turn to debt settlement companies for help. However, individual lenders do not have an incentive to reform or streamline their modification procedures, especially before they begin experiencing an uptick in modification requests. But once borrowers come knocking on lenders’ doors, it likely will be too late for them to timely change their modification processes.

Being able to predict modification failures, however, allows for the government to get ahead of the likely wave of non-mortgage loan modification requests, as it has done in the context of the home mortgage market. That is, a regulatory intervention in consumer credit markets is necessary to help consumers given the predictable status quo. The next Part sketches how federal financial regulators can achieve those interventions. As detailed, these interventions also may help mitigate lingering issues with the streamlined programs for mortgage modifications.

IV
MITIGATING LOAN MODIFICATION FAILURES

Any government move to get ahead of this wave of loan modifications across consumer credit products, particularly auto loans and credit cards, must account for both differentiated credit and how a jumbled modification roll-out can welcome bad actor intermediaries. Federal financial regulators can play an important role in incentivizing sustainable loan modifications as the United States ends its COVID-related forbearance programs. This Part lays a legal framework for public intervention in debt contract modifications that is designed to steer people into affordable modification or, if there are no affordable options, implicitly guides people to the consumer bankruptcy system.

82. See id. at 226 n.35 (noting that over ninety percent of chapter 7 consumer bankruptcy cases are “no asset”).
A. Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive Acts or Practices as Contract Steering

The goal of federal intervention in the context of modifications of non-mortgage consumer loans should be to prevent modification failures, whereby a borrower’s ability to repay is intentionally, negligently, or merely inattentively not considered during modification discussions and calculations. A blueprint for how to make such modification essentially illegal follows.

Under federal law, the CFPB has the authority to identify abusive acts or practices by certain covered financial institutions, including issuers of certain auto loans, credit cards, and other installment or revolving loans. An act or practice is considered abusive if it does any one of the following:

- Materially interferes with a consumer’s ability to understand terms or conditions of the product or service;
- Takes unreasonable advantage of a consumer’s lack of understanding of the product or service’s risks, costs, or conditions;
- Takes unreasonable advantage of the consumer’s inability to protect his or her own interests when choosing or using a product or service; or
- Takes unreasonable advantage of the consumer’s reliance on a covered person to act in the consumer’s interests.

Under this language, certain modification failures may be considered abusive, providing the CFPB with authority to enforce the structure of modifications offered by covered financial institutions. There are two main ways that the CFPB can accomplish this. It can promulgate rules or issue a compliance bulletin. The emergency situation created by the pandemic points toward using the faster method of issuing a compliance bulletin. Indeed, the CFPB has issued compliance bulletins in the past to highlight enforcement priorities.

The compliance bulletin should direct loan servicers to make a reasonable determination that a borrower has the ability to make all required, scheduled payments in connection with any loan modification. This notice should include factors that servicers must consider in making this determination, such as accounting for the possibility of volatility in the individual’s income and for the borrower’s other, competing debt obligations. Although lenders could not and should not be deemed required to have predicted the COVID-19 pandemic and its effect on household finances, by the time borrowers come to lenders for help, most borrowers should have sufficient information about their financial futures and other debt obligations to allow lenders to make a good faith calculation about a borrower’s ability to repay. In the past, this type of private ordering has proven

productive for both contracting parties. The notice can also indicate what the bureau would presumptively deem an abusive practice, such as intentionally lengthening the loan modification negotiation and decision timeline. Importantly, the CFPB could consider the failure of a covered loan servicer to make a reasonable determination as prescribed by the bulletin an abusive act or practice.

Although the Dodd-Frank Act does not elaborate on what constitutes abuse beyond the four-part enumeration above, the use of this term in consumer financial regulation is not new and has been similarly used in the past in the context of consumer loan workouts. In 1994, Congress passed the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act, which authorized the Federal Reserve Board to prohibit “abusive lending practices” in residential mortgage loans. In passing that law, Congress was concerned with the refinancing of mortgage loans that were “not in the interest of the borrower.” Coming out of the 2008 financial crisis, the Federal Reserve Board exercised this statutory authority to issue an amendment to the regulation implementing the Truth in Lending Act. The amendment prohibited lenders from refinancing mortgage loans “without regard to the consumer’s repayment ability,” which included a mandate that lenders consider the “consumer’s current and reasonably expected income, employment, assets other than the collateral, current obligations, and mortgage-related obligations.”

The same concerns about ability to repay should apply across consumer credit products, and the CFPB has the statutory authority to implement this standard across modifications offered regarding all covered consumer loans—mortgage, auto, credit card, and otherwise. Nothing in the Dodd-Frank Act’s abusiveness provision limits its reach to mortgage credit or to merely refinancing transactions. Rather, as evident in the enumeration above, the coverage of statutory abusiveness is expansive and broad. It is, as Adam Levitin has observed, a codification of equitable concepts, such as good faith and fair dealing and unconscionability. As such, it can and should be used by the CFPB to cover acts or practices relative to the modification of all covered existing consumer credit contracts—particularly auto loan and credit card contracts—which do not benefit from systemic government intervention already.

86. See Jonathan C. Lipson & Norman M. Powell, Contracting COVID: Private Order and Public Good (Standstills), 76 BUS. LAW 437, 465 (2021) (discussing the role standstill and forbearance agreements can play in subduing calamity costs).
87. See White, Deleveraging the American Homeowner, supra note 64, at 1113–24 (discussing problems with mortgage modifications after the Great Recession).
89. Id.
92. The CFPB can apply this standard to mortgage loans, buttressing existing oversight. This Article’s suggested framework is meant to address the predicted swell of modification requests for auto loans, credit cards, and other revolving and installment loans as the United States emerges from the pandemic. These interventions are limited to the pandemic-recovery, which may be a few years. The
B. Modification Failure as Abusiveness

Once the CFPB issues a compliance bulletin, its next task will be to ensure that lenders know that it is ready to enforce the parameters. The credible threat of enforcement will incentivize lenders to offer loan modifications that meet the bulletin’s parameters. Loan modification failures will fit multiple parts of the statutory abusiveness framework.

If the lender obscures or misrepresents the modification’s terms, such as how the new periodic payments will be calculated or what amounts are being capitalized into the loan, this may constitute a material interference with the consumer’s ability to understand the terms of the modified contract. Depending on the dynamic between the lender and the borrower, which almost always consists of the lender having comparatively superior knowledge about the product, the lender may take advantage of the consumer’s lack of understanding, triggering the second or third abusiveness criteria. And, concerning the fourth criteria, consumers most likely will express a desire for their lenders to advise them as to the most ideal type of modification. People are rarely if ever represented by counsel when working through loan modifications, particularly those of auto, credit card, or unsecured debt, and people typically lack an individualized level of sophistication about financial terms. The bulletin should note that if a lender fails to properly assess the borrower’s ability to repay, but represents, directly or indirectly, that a modification is suitable for that borrower, the lender may have engaged in an abusive act or practice.

Moving a step further, the CFPB has the power to engage in formal rulemaking, as it has done with other pandemic related issues. In the past, the

---

96. The CFPB has done this before. See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Will Scrutinize Consumer Protection During Mortgage Servicing Transfers, JONES DAY (Feb. 2013), https://www.jonesday.com/en/insights/2013/02/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-will-scrutinize-consumer-protection-during-mortgage-servicing-transfers [https://perma.cc/PBB2-SU5U] (noting the CFPB Bulletin “suggests that the failure to honor an agreed-upon trial or permanent loan modification, including properly applying payments or collecting debts under such a modification, may be considered a UDAAP violation”).
CFPB used this power to propose a rule regarding high-cost, short term loans: Payday, Vehicle Title, and Certain High-Cost Installment Loans. The first version of the CFPB’s proposed rule deemed it to be an abusive act or practice not to assess a borrower’s ability to repay these high-cost, short term loans.

But proceedings by rulemaking have drawbacks, least of which is that it can take significant time—time that many consumers may not have as their COVID-based forbearance periods come to staggered and unpredictable ends. The CFPB instead should act quickly through a compliance bulletin steering consumer financial service companies subject to its Unfair, Deceptive, or Abusive Acts or Practices (“UDAAP”) enforcement authority towards offering workable and affordable loan modifications. Doing so could lessen the racial and ethnic disparities that almost inevitably emerge in the context of consumer financial products. Lenders (and servicers) may want to enter into modifications with borrowers, but history teaches that, unsupervised, they are likely to offer different deals across racial and ethnic groups. Given the relative bargaining power, it is the lender or servicer who sets the terms of any deal made, if there is even one offered. Controls and monitoring of modification deal parameters promise to lessen the disparities in modifications across different communities. Given the pandemic’s disproportionate effect on communities of color, reducing the potential disparities in loan modification deals offered to these communities is of paramount importance and will provide greater economic benefits for families and the economy. It also will lessen gender and class inequalities that likewise may emerge in modifications.

Requiring people to be offered affordable loan modifications necessarily will mean that some borrowers will not be able to get a modification. Some people simply will not have enough money or expected future income to sustain continued payments, even with a modification in loan terms. Without controls on the parameters of modifications, lenders likely would offer people deals that would end in default. These defaults would result in foreclosure of houses, repossessions of cars, and collection actions, including wage garnishment, for

---


101. See Padi, supra note 21; Pamela Foohey & Nathalie Martin, Fintech’s Role in Exacerbating or Reducing the Wealth Gap, 2021 U. ILL. L. REV. 459, 477 (“Through these examples, we detail how debt inequality compounds income inequality and exacerbates the racial and ethnic wealth gaps.”).

unsecured debts, such as credit cards. This, in turn, would lead some people to file bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{103}

Intercepting unsustainable loan modifications prior to their creation likely will result in some people considering filing bankruptcy earlier than if they had continued struggling with their debts for years. Although filing bankruptcy is expensive, so is paying on an unworkable loan modification for months prior to defaulting. A regulatory structure that pushes people toward bankruptcy has the potential to mitigate overall losses, while allowing those who can pay their modified debts to do so.

\section*{V \hspace{1em} CONCLUSION}

The COVID-19 pandemic brought a catastrophic financial shock that many American households were not prepared to bear. In recognition of these extraordinary circumstances, the federal government provided some monetary aid to households. In addition to some level of direct payments to households, the government extended people's credit obligations through foreclosure, eviction, and student loan payment moratoria. Some lenders followed suit by offering forbearance of other non-covered consumer credit products.

Forbearance does not equal forgiveness, and people will have to make up those missed payments in the future. As households emerge from the pandemic, some inevitably will find themselves unable to keep up with debt payments. Because of the pandemic's disproportionate impact on Black and Latine households, these borrowers are more likely to encounter difficulties paying all their debt obligations. These borrowers and lower-income individuals already disproportionately have sought help from their lenders during the forbearance period.

A significant number of borrowers may approach their lenders for modifications of debts, including mortgages, auto loans, and credit cards. Absent modifications, the likely outcomes are default, foreclosure, repossession, wage garnishment, and eventually, filing bankruptcy. Indeed, the consumer bankruptcy system is a kind of insurance. But not all people who cannot keep up with their debt obligations will turn to bankruptcy for help and, in some contexts, modifications of problematic loans may be preferable for borrowers and lenders. A desire to work with lenders to make good on their obligations, bankruptcy's stigma, lack of access to attorneys, and fears about bankruptcy's impact on credit scores may deter people from filing. For secured loans—mortgages and auto loans—coming to deals with lenders outside bankruptcy may save people time and money.\textsuperscript{104}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{103} See Foohey et al., supra note 22, at 3 (noting many individuals file for bankruptcy after threatened or actual legal actions).
\textsuperscript{104} In December 2020, Senator Elizabeth Warren and Congressman Jerrold Nadler introduced the Consumer Bankruptcy Reform Act of 2020, which would modernize the consumer bankruptcy system.
\end{footnotesize}
The 2008 financial crisis showed how ill-prepared lenders and the government have been in the past to ensure that borrowers would be offered modifications, particularly regarding mortgages, with terms that they could afford over the long term and via an understandable process. As a result, debt consolidation companies gained a stronghold. The pandemic’s economic fallout places households in a similar position to where they found themselves following the 2008 financial crisis. A key difference is that home loans are not the only major debt contract that people may be worried about keeping up with in the coming months. Plus, the federal agencies that control the majority of mortgages in America have thought ahead to provide standardized modification packages that their servicers must use.

What the federal government has yet to address is all the other modifications that people will seek—notably auto loans, credit cards, and other installment credit. The crux of the problem across these credit products stems from the diversity of creditors and credit problems. This heterogeneity has a strong potential to result in lenders and their servicers offering people modifications that will end in default, a result which history teaches is even more likely for Black, Latine, and lower-income borrowers. And, similar to the 2008 financial crisis, debt consolidation companies again may capture the market for modifications, which could lead to economically destructive results. As with mortgages, streamlined regulations for the process and substance of modification are needed. Given its regulatory breadth and authority, the CFPB offers a natural place to situate these regulations via its UDAAP powers.

The benefits of the CFPB issuing the type of compliance bulletin we suggest will differ based on credit product. For secured debts, such as mortgages and auto loans, for which bankruptcy essentially offers modification deals that allow people to keep houses and cars, a streamlined modification process should save time and money for lenders and borrowers. In the context of mortgages, adding the CFPB’s guidance will bolster what other federal agencies already have outlined, serving as a check on the potential for these programs’ complexity to hinder the issuance of productive modifications.

For unsecured debts, such as credit cards, under the CFPB’s guidance, lenders may not be able to offer people modifications that they have the ability to repay. In these instances, borrowers may recognize that filing bankruptcy to discharge these unsecured debts is the most financially productive option. In steering borrowers away from modifications, the requirements proposed in this Article should save people time and money, which will bring more economic benefits and would provide debtors with the ability to modify individual debts, such as a mortgage or a car loan similar to what this proposal in the Article may incentivize outside of bankruptcy. Warren and Nadler Introduce the Consumer Bankruptcy Reform Act of 2020, SEN. ELIZABETH WARREN (Dec. 9, 2020), https://www.warren.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/warren-and-nadler-introduce-the-consumer-bankruptcy-reform-act-of-2020 [https://perma.cc/UW4L-SNUH]. Bankruptcy law currently has statutory barriers to modification of mortgages and auto loans and requires debtors to deal with all their debts simultaneously. See Foohey et al., supra note 22, at 51–54 (discussing ideas for tailoring bankruptcy to account for differences among the people who file bankruptcy).
overall. Now is the time for the federal government to consider how to incentivize modifications across the range of consumer loans that borrowers will struggle with during the coming months such that people will be offered workable deals or will be ushered toward a way to reset their financial lives.